TILLAMOOK COUNTYREWITNESS

HISTORICAL: GLO TASRIOW Page 4.3 1879
"2" Spruce 582" E 58' = 38.28 feet
Book 4 Pages 83-84 Found GLO B.T.S. Year 1961
MAP B-520 Subdivision Section 30 4600 Year 1968
MAP A-1028 South BDY Sec 30 4510 Year 1962
Map 57 Page 70 Tied M.C. to road traverse 1931

CONDITION

Found remains at dist
12" Spruce 582" E 58' = 38.28 feet
40" Spruce N 129" W 21' 10" = 12.86 feet

Did Not Find
Set STONE 18" X 14" X 8" for corner Hays Book F" 1887

Found Scribing Visible
14" Alder N 80° 30' E 2.2 feet

Found Standing Wood
30" Spruce S 21° 30' E 40" E feet

Comments:
Found 5 feet X 3 1/2" Spruce Post in Round of Stone

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap and Two Tiles in Concrete

NEW ACCESSORY:

MC S30 31
RS 287

1972

Comments: Had trouble Stamping Cap correctly
and as a result the Brass Cap appears chewed up

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE: 5-72

* = County corner tag affixed.